Immunohistochemical study of the brain glutamine synthetase expression in the rat septic model
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Severe sepsis is accompanied by multiple organ dysfunction where acute liver failure (ALF) plays one of the most critical roles. The principal sign of acute hepatic encephalopathy accompanying ALF is ammonia induced edema of astrocytes. In case of ALF in sepsis, one can suppose increase in systemic and brain ammonia. Astroglia are target cells for ammonia metabolism as they are principal source of glutamine-synthetase (GS). Previous studies have reported that ALF stimulates increase in astroglial GS which correlates with deterioration of the animal state.

The aim of the study was to determine the level of glutamine synthetase expression in different brain regions of rats in the conditions of experimental sepsis.

Materials and methods. The study was conducted in Wistar rats: 5 sham-operated (control) animals and 20 rats with cecum ligation and puncture (CLP) septic model. Immunohistochemical study of GS expression was performed in the cortex, white matter, hippocampus, thalamus, caudate nucleus/putamen in the period of 20–48 h after CLP.

Results. Starting at 12 th h after CLP, operated animals displayed progressive impairment finished by profound lethargy and respiratory failure. Between 20–38 h, 9 animals expressed final mentioned symptoms and were euthanized (CLP-B, non-survived), 11 rats displayed less expressed suffering up to 48 h (CLP-A, survived). At 23 h in CLP-B and 48 h in CLP-A rats, liver tissue displayed morphological signs of the focal irreversible damage which was aggravated with time after CLP which could be observed dynamically in non-survived group. Both CLP-A and CLP-B rats showed gradual elevation of GS in all studied brain regions. From 24 to 38 h after CLP, non-survived animals showed significant region-specific dynamic increase in GS expression: in the cortex – by 69.35 %, hippocampus – by 53.6 %, thalamus – by 50.0 %, with the most substantive elevation in the cortex – 1.69-fold increase compared to control.

Conclusions. In CLP model, 24 h after operation there is significant dynamic increase in GS level in the cortical, hippocampal and thalamic regions of the rat brain with the most prominent in the cortex. Heterogeneous increase in GS indicates regions more or less vulnerable for incoming systemic agents as well as region-specific reactivity of the brain tissue, including local astroglia, to these factors in septic conditions. Morphological signs of sepsis-associated liver damage preceding significant increase in the brain GS by 1 h, might suppose addition of the liver failure to the course of sepsis which is accompanied by increased level of hepatogenic toxins (presumably including ammonia) in the blood and in the brain parenchyma by 23 h after CLP. The latter might propose an active implication of hepatogenic detrimental agents in sepsis pathophysiology and involvement of reactively increased brain GS levels in the complex mechanisms of sepsis-associated encephalopathy.
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Імуногістохімічне дослідження експресії глутамінсинтетази в головному мозку шурів у відділах мозку в умовах експериментального сепсису

Т. В. Шулятнікова, В. О. Туманський

Тяжкий перебіг сепсису супроводжується синдромом поліорганної недостатності, в якому гостра печінкова недостатність (ГПН) відіграє одну з найважливіших ролей. Головна ознака гострій печінкової енцефалопатії, що супроводжує ГПН, – набряк астроцитів, індукуваний отрутою. У разі розвитку ГПН під час сепсису можна також припустити підвищення рівнів системного та мозкового аміаку. Астроцити – ключові клітини для метаболізму аміаку в мозку, оскільки є основним джерелом глутамінсинтетази (GS). Попередні дослідження показали, що ГПН призводить до підвищення рівнів глутамінсинтетази в мозку. Умови сепсису лідери, що можуть призвести до зміни рівнів глутамінсинтетази у різних відділах мозку, можуть призвести до зміни рівнів глутамінсинтетази в мозку.

Мета роботи – визначення рівнів експресії глутамінсинтетази в різних відділах мозку шурів у відділах мозку у відділах мозку.

Матеріали та методи. Дослідження здійснено на шурів лінії Вістар: 5 хибнооперованих (контрольних) і 20 тварин із спійманням сітчатого шаруватого тонкого кишечнику. Гістохімічна оцінка рівнів глутамінсинтетази здійснена в корі, білій речовині, гіпокампі, таламусі, хвостатому ядрі/лушпині в період між 24 і 48 год після CLP.

Результати. Постійний рівень глутамінсинтетази в мозку шурів у період між 24 і 48 год показав, що глутамінсинтетаза в мозку збільшується. З метою визначення рівнів глутамінсинтетази у різних відділах мозку шурів в умовах експериментального сепсису.
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In 2016, sepsis was defined as a life-threatening organ dysfunction caused by a dysregulated host response to infection [1]. Sepsis-associated encephalopathy (SAE) – is an acute brain dysfunction ranging from delirium to coma and accompanies sepsis in up to 70 % of ICU patients [2].

Mechanisms of SAE are complex and still need to be clarified. Current knowledge about SAE is focused on neurotransmitter imbalance, blood-brain barrier breakdown, neuroinflammation, ischemic focal lesions, excessive/deficient glial reactivity, selective neuronal death, alteration of water homeostasis and brain edema [3]. Severe course of sepsis is often accompanied by multiple organ dysfunction syndrome where acute liver failure (ALF) plays one of the most critical roles [4]. It was evidenced decades ago, that ALF also determines high mortality rates in ICU departments, including patients with sepsis [5]. The principal sign of acute hepatic encephalopathy (AHE) accompanying ALF is ammonia induced cytotoxic edema of astrocytes leading to generalized brain edema-swelling [6]. Astrocytes, the main homeostatic cellular population in the brain, are responsible for constant supporting of all mentioned fundamental processes on physiological level. Representing the most numerous cell population in the brain, in pathological state they might cause deep failure of the tissue homeostasis in diverse spectrum and lead to progressive brain dysfunction [7, 8].

In case of SAE astrocytes rapidly became reactive performing heterogeneous morpho-functional phenotypes in region- and time-dependent manner as was shown in our recent study [9]. In case of ALF development in sepsis, one can suppose increase of systemic and brain ammonia levels. Astroglia are the target cells responsible for ammonia metabolism inside the brain as they are the principal cellular pool expressing glutamine-synthetase (GS) – enzyme essential to convert ammonia and glutamate to glutamine [10]. As was shown in our previous yet not published study, in rat acetaminophen-induced acute liver failure (ALF) model there was substantive region- and time-dependent increase in astroglial GS expression which correlated with deterioration of the animal state up to coma in non-survived animals during first 24 hours after acetaminophen overdosing. Considering high heterogeneity of astroglial population through the brain regions in healthy and diseased brain, it seems rational to study characteristic features of GS expression alteration in the same brain regions to estimate astroglial reactivity in the conditions of severe sepsis model reflecting a similar state in human sepsis.

**Aim**

The aim was to determine the immunohistochemical level of glutamine synthetase expression in different brain regions of rats in the conditions of experimental sepsis.

**Materials and methods**

The study was performed in Wistar rats, 200–300 g ("Biomodelservice", Kyiv, Ukraine). All experimental procedures were ruled in accordance with the European Convention for the Protection of Vertebrate Animals Used for Experimental and other Scientific Purposes (Strasbourg, 18 March 1986; ETS No. 123) and the Directive 2010/63/EU. Animals were subjected to the cecal ligation and puncture (CLP) model of sepsis. Rats were divided into 2 groups: CLP group (n = 20) and sham-operated (control) group (n = 5). All further experimental stages were conducted according to previously displayed manner [11].

After CLP-procedure, rats were routinely observed up to 48 h after operation. Beginning from the 12th hour the following clinical signs as periorbital exudation, piloerection, diarrhea, fever/hypothermia, social isolation, deep lethargy and severe respiratory disorders dynamically increased in animals. During the period of 20-38 h after CLP-procedure, 9 rats showed highly expressed mentioned clinical symptoms and were euthanized ("CLP-B* – non-survived/lethal), 11 animals with less expressed symptoms survived until 48 h – end-point of the experiment ("CLP-A* – survived). Sham-operated rats ("CLP-C") showed no lethal outcomes. All animals from CLP-A and CLP-C groups were sacrificed at 48 h after CLP-procedure by intraperitoneal overdosing of sodium thiopental.

Samples of the brain and liver tissue were processed according to standard procedures with formation of paraffin blocks. For general histopathological analysis hematoxylin-eosin stained sections were used. Immunohistochemical (IHC) study involved detection of immunopositive labels using rabbit polyclonal anti-GS primary antibody (Thermo Scientific, USA) and Ultra Vision Quanto Detection imaging system with diaminobenzidine (Thermo Scientific Inc., USA). The results of IHC reaction were assessed at magnification x200 in a standardized field of view (SFV) of the microscope Scope. A1 “Carl Zeiss” (Germany) using Jenoptik Progres Gryphax 60N-C1”1,0x426114 (Germany) camera and the program Videotest-Morphology 5.2.0.158 (Video Test LLC, RF). The expression of GS was assessed as a percentage of the relative area (S rel., %) of immunopositive labels.
to the total area of the tissue section in the SFV. For the comparative analysis of the GS expression sensorimotor cortex, subcortical white matter, hippocampus, thalamus and caudate nucleus/putamen regions were selected. Five SFV of each noted region were analyzed for each animal.

Data were statistically processed using Statistica® for Windows 13.0 (StatSoft Inc., license No. JPZ8041382130RCN10-J) with evaluating median (Me), lower and upper quartiles (Q1; Q3). For data comparison between two and more than two groups, Mann–Whitney and Kruskal–Wallis tests were used. The results were considered significant at 95 % (P < 0.05).

Results

Starting from the 12th hour after CLP-procedure, all operated animals displayed progressive impairment in periorbital exudation, piloerection, fever-/hypothermia, diarrhea, social isolation, lethargy, and respiratory impairment. Between 20 and 38 h, 9 animals expressed pronounced mentioned symptoms and were euthanized (“CLP-B”), while 11 rats survived until 48 h of the experiment (“CLP-A”). From 23 h in non-survived, as well as 48 h in survived animals, pathohistological study of the liver tissue revealed signs of spread ballooning degeneration of hepatocytes of presumably centrilobular localization with selective coagulative necrosis of individual hepatocytes, as well as foci of centrilobular necrosis of lobules, neutrophilic infiltration and signs of moderate cholestasis. Mentioned changes were aggravated with time after CLP-procedure in case of non-survived group.

At 24 h control brains showed heterogeneous GS expression among different regions with the highest level in the sensorimotor cortex – 3.10 (2.56; 3.85) % and the lowest in the subcortical white matter region – 0.34 (0.27; 0.41) % (Table 1). GS labeling in all brain regions of control animals was predominantly associated with the vascular astroglial endfeet and in the lesser degree was related to parenchymal astrocytic processes (Fig. 1).

IHC analyses of all studied brain regions of rats in CLP-A and CLP-B groups revealed enhanced GS staining. In the sensorimotor cortex, GS+ staining predominantly was related to the superficial first two layers and was associated with perikaryons of hypertrophically changed astrocytic bodies as well as equally distributed over cytoplasm of diverse types of cellular processes. Such distribution led to neuropil diffuse-focal GS+ staining (Fig. 2).

In the CLP animals, the alteration of GS expression was characterized by heterogenous mode among different brain regions. The highest elevation of the GS expression was detected in the cortex and the lowest – in the caudate nucleus/putamen region. Interestingly, both CLP-A and CLP-B animals were noted by significant (compared to control) elevation in GS expression only in the cortex, hippocampus and thalamus, whereas subcortical white matter and caudate/putamen regions showed insignificant rise (Table 1). Increased values of GS expression in all studied regions had no significant difference between CLP-A and CLP-B groups (P ˃ 0.05), although CLP-B values were higher compared to CLP-A indicators (Table 1).

In the CLP-B group, the relative area of GS expression displayed the most prominent increase in the cortex compared to control: 5.25 (4.23; 5.72) % and 3.10 (2.56; 3.85) %, respectively, P < 0.05, which was equal to 69.35 % or 1.69-fold increase if compare medians of indicators. At 48 h of the experiment, CLP-A group both showed significant increase in cortical GS expression – 4.25 (4.12; 5.25) % (Table 1).

Table 1. The indicators of GS expression in different brain regions in animals of different experimental groups expressed in the percent of immune-positive labels in the SFV, Me (Q1; Q3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brain region</th>
<th>CLP-A</th>
<th>CLP-B</th>
<th>CLP-C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cortex</td>
<td>4.25 (4.12; 5.25)*</td>
<td>5.25 (4.23; 5.72)*</td>
<td>3.10 (2.56; 3.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subcortical white matter</td>
<td>0.38 (0.29; 1.20)</td>
<td>0.42 (0.32; 1.39)</td>
<td>0.34 (0.27; 0.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hippocampus</td>
<td>1.72 (1.63; 2.03)*</td>
<td>1.92 (1.74; 2.11)*</td>
<td>1.25 (0.72; 1.52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thalamus</td>
<td>1.68 (1.53; 2.11)*</td>
<td>1.71 (1.65; 2.25)*</td>
<td>1.14 (0.38; 1.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caudate/putamen</td>
<td>0.97 (0.48; 1.67)</td>
<td>1.04 (0.52; 1.76)</td>
<td>0.92 (0.47; 1.52)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: significant differences in indicators compared to control group (P < 0.05) are marked with an asterisk; CLP-A: survived group; CLP-B: non-survived group; CLP-C: control.
The next highest growth in GS values was revealed in hippocampus and thalamus of CLP-B group: 1.92 (1.74; 2.11) % (1.53-fold or 53.6 % compared median to control) and 1.71 (1.65; 2.25) % (1.5-fold or 50 % compared to control), respectively. In CLP-A group, hippocampal and thalamic expression also demonstrated significant increase compared to control, however values did not differ from CLP-B group (P > 0.05), (Table 1).

Less pronounced GS level alteration in CLP-B animals was related to subcortical white matter and caudate/putamen region: 0.42 (0.32; 1.39) % (1.23-fold/23 % compared medians to control) and 1.04 (0.52; 1.76) % (1.13-fold/13.04 % compared medians to control), respectively. Nevertheless, the revealed excess in indicators had no significance compared to control (P > 0.05).

From the 20th after operation, non-survived animals performed dynamic elevation in GS expression in all studied brain regions. Interestingly, the significant increase in indicators was found only in animals died starting from 24 h after CLP-procedure with the maximal values in all studied brain regions at 38 h – the time-point when the last CLP-B animal was euthanized due to decompensated state (Figs. 3–5).

In sum, in the postoperative period of CLP-procedure, the highest GS expression was typical for the CLP-B animals in all studied brain regions with the most substantial and significant compared to control elevation in the cortical, hippocampal and thalamic regions. Furthermore, in the latter regions, significant and dynamic rising of GS was revealed only starting from 24 h after CLP-procedure and reached maximum at 38 h.

Discussion

In sepsis, besides the brain damage conditioned by the action of systemic neurotoxins and products of dysregulated immune response, in case of sepsis-associated liver dysfunction development, one can suppose the influence of the additional detrimental factors caused by the failure of detoxifying and other functions of the liver.

Current concepts on pathogenesis of the brain damage in SAE and AHE indicate the presence of similar links in their mechanisms, including neuroinflammation, abnormal glial reactivity, neurotransmitter imbalance, disturbed water metabolism, brain edema, etc. [2,12].

Among sequences of ALF, systemic and brain hyperammonemia have been considered to be principal factors in the mechanisms of acute hepatic encephalopathy. The target cell population in the brain for ammonia exposure are astroglia as they are primarily ones containing glutamine synthetase and metabolize ammonia [10]. Our recent animal studies used CLP model of sepsis and acetaminophen-induced liver failure (AILF) model of ALF, have revealed the early astrogial reactive changes in the cortical, white matter, hippocampal, thalamic and caudate nucleus/putamen regions of the rat brain. In sepsis model, dynamic significant increase in GFAP protein expression in the cortex, white matter and hippocampus was found as early as 20 h after CLP-procedure [9], while in AILF-model, the trend of GFAP alterations was represented by the form of a dynamic downward curve from 16 to 24 h after acetaminophen treatment (yet unpublished data). These
results suggest high and fast responsiveness of astroglia both on systemic inflammatory challenge and on hepatogenic toxemia which demonstrates contrary effects on protein expression. Studies on GS, another principal player of astroglial metabolism and functions including reactive astrogliosis, have demonstrated in AILF-model pronounced but heterogeneous increase in GS expression in the cortex, white matter, hippocampus, thalamus and caudate/putamen 16 h after acetaminophen treatment and maximal values at 24 h [13]. The latter fact potentially could indicate brain regions more or less permeable for ammonia and other toxic agents as well as heterogeneous sensitivity of different brain regions to damage factors in conditions of ALF. Coincidence of the high GS expression with the period of animal’s decompensation might indicate close involvement of high GS levels in the development of AHE.

GS is known to be a central enzyme in the regulation of neurotransmitters glutamate and GABA homeostasis and therefore, supporting functionality of synapses and neuronal circuity [14]. SAE is characterized by the violation of the neurotransmitter tone in the nervous tissue, leading to pronounced brain dysfunction up to coma state [3]. The present study has demonstrated the dynamic increase in GS expression in the CLP-rat brains with slightly higher rates in the non-survived animals (likewise it was observed in AILF-model of the acute liver failure) [13], although the rise of expression in CLP-study was less significant than in AILF and was significant only 24 h after the procedure. The appearance of morphological signs of focal irreversible liver damage, which preceded significant increase in GS expression by 1 hour, might suppose addition of the liver failure of a certain degree to a course of sepsis with increased levels of hepaticogenic toxins (presumably including ammonia) in the blood and directly in the brain parenchyma by 23 h after CLP-procedure.

The highest increase in GS expression in the cortex potentially might indicate the brain region most exposed to detrimental systemic incoming agents, as well as specificity of the local astroglial reactivity in given complex condition. The significant rise in GS expression from 24 to 38 h, demonstrate implication of high levels of GS protein expression in the mechanisms of SAE progression and suppose involvement of hepaticogenic detrimental influence among mechanisms of sepsis decomposition. Although, the absence of a significant difference between GS expression values in survived and non-survived animals, as well as positive correlation between GS expression level and animal survival, may indicate that the severity of the putative liver failure is insufficient to significantly influence the mechanisms of thanatogenesis in the CLP-model of sepsis.

Conclusions

1. In the conditions of CLP sepsis, as soon as 24 h after operation, there is significant dynamic increase in GS level in the cortical, hippocampal and thalamic regions of the rat brain with the most prominent in the cortex. Heterogeneous alteration in GS expression potentially indicates zones more or less acceptable for incoming systemic agents as well as region-specific reactivity of the brain tissue, including local astroglial populations, to these factors in the conditions of sepsis. 2. Revealed morphological signs of sepsis-associated liver damage preceding significant increase in the brain GS by 1 h, might suppose addition of the liver failure of a certain degree to the course of sepsis, which is accompanied by increased level of hepaticogenic toxins (presumably including ammonia) in the blood and in the brain tissue by 23 h after CLP. The latter might propose active implication of hepaticogenic detrimental agents in sepsis pathophysiology and involvement of reactively increased brain GS levels in the complex mechanisms of SAE.
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